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There are laws of physics that many aren’t aware of. Science hasn’t even come to an explanation.
Regardless, these laws of physics are omnipotent present and working. In anything, in anybody. One
of these great and strong laws…..

Every individual has talents. One discovers it quite early in life, others apparently can’t even find
theirs in an entire lifetime. Yet, many seem they have ways to ‘see’ or ‘assess’ what kind of talent
the other has.
The odd thing?
95% of the people are ‘happy’ in some sort of way around their age 27 to 30. Where one is labelled
adult, before that age one only still is walking around, seeking, trying, failing, getting up finally
succeeding a little.
4% have a natural clear Talent into a certain direction in life they are pursuing. In their immediate
slipstream many coming of that 95% want to be associated with these 4%. Clamping and clinging to
the ways of life and manners these 4% pose and live. Others of that 95% are fan or really granting
these 4% their successes. Then there always will are those opportunists of commercial spirit wanting
to make money out of the successes of these 4%, in any thinkable (commercial) way.
The 1%
The 1%-ers, Steven Jobs, Eckart Wintzens, Michael Schumachers, Mother Theresas, Babe Ruths,
Nelson Mandelas, Johan Cruijffs, Michael Jacksons, Sir Richard Bransons…….
These are above the 96% and many are trying to find what it is that made them what they are.
Charismatic, Above All, Barely Untouchable. Is spirit of time an essence? Do they have followed a
certain course or path in life? Libraries are filled about these 1%. From any thinkable angle. The
bottom line however, is less complicated, incomprehensible, compared to all those schemes,
formulas , theories or sole commercial driven methods.
Well, here it is, for free. For the universal laws of physics still are there, working, omnipotent. The
are there for any one ready to take charge of….. whatever you want yourself to take charge of.
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Many people whom encountered and met Steve Jobs, worked with him, were quite unanimous in
their experience with him. He was unforgiving, driven, passionate and had vision, in what he was
doing. He also lacked a clear way to explain to those around him the how and why of his vision and
that drive that could drive people on the wall.

®

Here at NumoQuest ™ we are able to explain Who Steven was and why he acted as everybody did.
Using existing and free available data we are able to show you.
Natural Born DNA
From the moment you reader, are born, you receive the natural bases and talent. That bases and
talent, is what you will use the rest of your productive life. Some of the talents will be quite obvious,
others will more act in the background, never the less bare impact on everything you see, feel,
experience, set yourself as goal to do.
The biggest talents in the world have similar common denominators. They accept and use their
natural born DNA without questioning, without reserve, without hesitation. They have such strong
DNA natural born character that external influences barely show to have any significant impact. All
they do is follow the path they KNOW their talent(s) are best and strongest, without questioning.
And soon they experience the benefits that such path and conduct is bringing. These universal laws
of physics are exact the same for you, dear reader, as they are for the biggest and famous names you
can come up with. The only difference? Your individual natural born DNA.
Steven Jobs
Without focussing on what he established in his life and career, we simply look to Stevens natural
born DNA to be able to reveal how he has become what he was in his life. Please remember that ever
step one takes, it simply is a accumulation of action based upon natural born DNA, upbringing and
opportunity. No more, no less.
Primary Personal Characteristics
By birth Steven had the eye of a visionary. That is that Steven looked into the world ‘seeing’ things,
with a natural swift mind analysing and the natural born talent to ‘see’ opportunity, see answer, see
solution. Having such a swift mind, in a general surrounding at the beginning, it may have show
somewhat problematic. Like seeing and being certain to know and understand things that others
can’t, will bare it’s peril.
That may have caused some confusion to him, also to others in terms of being ‘the odd one’ in the
flock. Since another strong aspect in him was being project minded to the bone, this second
characteristics brought a determination in sense that people undoubtable would called him
‘headstrong’ and some times inflexible. In the least it clarifies his goal orientation and his inner
frustrations in quite some shapes and forms.
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Quite early in his life it must have become clear that there also was the aspect of business
orientation and intuition. And these two natural born aspects in Steven have inner opposites as well.
Please bare in mind that if your personal vision and intuition has been right in so many times and way
and vision, it does something to your character. In this instance it even strengthen the aspect of
becoming relentlessly driven.
Eccentric
All together the strong combined characteristics will have given the image of also being Eccentric.
All these natural boorn DNA characteristics together requires also a very strong personality.
There has been a period in his life where he been doubtful. Try to picture this, that when sometimes
things simply aren’t working or working out, the ‘ Talented’ and ‘ Gifted’ are surfacing.
Determination
People with background, name, fame like Steven, never accept setback in terms of defeat or error.
They simply accept such a moment as a learning moment and determination will do the rest. The
view and opinion of others are of lesser impact. Sure, Steve will listen to valuable information that
has added value to strategy in business or conceptual term. As long as the information is adding to
the end result and objective. People with ‘just comment because of the comment’, people like Steve
will have a very short concentration span. Because time, drive and passion simply block such.
Fast faster explode
Since Steve has the natural born ability to ‘ see’ on very high scale and level, there aren’t to many
people able to follow. Especially in his younger years that must have posed frustration to him and
surely people in his surrounding. Imagine a teacher trying to teach you things where there is a
student with a strong talent, character and natural born vision, that will collide in times. And
colliding with Steven Jobs can be an explosive event and experience.
For when Steven explodes, it often is the accumulation of inner frustration, non willing or able of
others to follow him in his vision and objectives ore the frustration of simply not understanding
Steven Jobs. In any way, Steven won’t have spent to much time on people trying to slow him down or
limit his personality, in what way ever.
People like Steven Jobs seldom see nor accept man made border or limitation.
Natural Attraction
Steven Jobs is a person with an ‘aura’. People are attracted to Steven without specifically being able
to explain why. Surely in the beginning it must have been an ‘odd aspect’ to Steven, causing
confusion, while later it became sometimes an annoyance of having to be ‘en guard’ for people
wanted to be seen with you, wanting something of you, because of the fact that you are a know
personality and/or successful.
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Secondary Personal Characteristics
Behind the primary personal characteristics there also are a set of characteristics, most times not to
obvious, never the less quite revealing in terms of behaviour.
Pioneer ship, Pace setting, reactive and decisive
Because of his primary characteristics bare some resemblance here, it emphasizes some aspects in
Stevens personality. And just that emphasis is the bases of being so exploding sometimes. For being
a leading personality, sometimes even then one can be subdued to circumstances, even business
politics, beyond reach or control. And these few events were very shaping Steven to in the end of his
life the person he has been.
Detail oriented and compassion with others
Steven seldom really has been interested in detail. From very young he understand that detail were
not his, the objective and the strategy how reach these were. That has brought quite some
frustration to people trying to teach him and his way of accepting it or not. It can be quite frustrating
if a student is unwilling to look at most important detail of essence, or try to enforce method and
politics to a person that is walking without these nor accepting it’s importance.
Along that way, there has been frustrating moments up to opinions like no one is able to teach
Steven anything because of all of the above. Another important aspect of Steven has been the fact
he didn’t like to spend to much time to people with other ideas, objective or politics then him. We
can clearly see he detested politics because they are limiting chance and possibilities on all sorts of
level.
In many ways to himself he could be a complicated personality, even more to others. Since to the
universal laws every one, even you dear reader, is unique, but one may share common grounds. Bud
being such a unique and visionary personality as Steven Jobs with so few like ones on that level, will
have brought it’s share of loneliness.
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Soft Skills
Besides the primary and secondary personal characteristics, we are able to visualise the third
dimension of Steven Jobs, his soft skills. Also the basis of soft skills are part of the natural born DNA.
And most times soft skills pose what some ones Talents may be into the audience by heart.
Mental and emotional
By far Steven relied on intuition and vision rather than on (business) facts. Being a fast learner by
heart, into fields of personal interest, there he could be a sponge and absorb what he needed, the
great lines and objectives that is.
The natural born emotion outweighs his mental abilities. In practice that will contribute to being
driven, pursuing his images and visions and also in his expression towards the world. It contributes
to his compassion of all he was doing. It also mad him explosive and very temperamental.
Intuition
For decades intuition, calling something intuitive, wasn’t done in the corporate world where people
relied on hard facts and figures. Here Steven posed also to be different and treasuring that fact of
being so very different compared to others. Pretty young of age he understand that he possessed
aspects surely not everybody had and that his way of looking at things, often lead to the fact that ‘he
was right’.
Understanding quite early how intuition worked, he also must have experienced that people often
didn’t accepted that aspect as easy as he did so he used it all his life, not naming it as such. Only
much later he mentioned it a few times.
Physical constitution
A sportsman or athlete Steven was not. Though he may have enjoyed physical activities, not sporting
kind. His physical condition have posed sometimes concern to others since a side effect of being
‘driven beyond’, physical neglect often is seen with people like Steven.
Independent activities
Though the successes of Steven in many ways are enlarged, self starting he was not. He had great
vision that he could turn in to objectives but these not always came from his ability to start
something himself. Often it was a vision or a development or idea from some one Steven could turn
into the successes as we know now.
Personal determination
His ability of personal determination in natural born essence wasn’t even that high. More the urge of
wanting to prove he was right, prevailed in this instance. In many instances Steven even was called
lazy by some.
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Flexibility
In natural instance Steven show to have a remarkable sense of being able to adapt and turn to
changes. This ability enlarges his natural ability of visionary and intuition which all together makes
Steven Jobs a most strong willed and determined personality. No matter circumstances the
instances he set himself to ‘a objective’, he could set aside the worlds opinion and politics to focus on
that one objective, sharing his drive under all kinds of circumstances. That has shown to be a very
remarkable aspect of Stevens personality.
Inspiring
To Steven there was only one way fit to come to great and outstanding results. Free yourself from
chain and border of others. Continue to try and if you fail, you don’t actually fail, you come to a
conclusion that that particular way wasn’t working. He regarded that as a very important aspect of
life. In many interviews he expressed that to the world. Only great things can be achieved if one set
mind, determination and exclusive drive towards it. That also means that you have to ban all that
opposes or interferes with what you are doing.
Empathic
Steven also had the natural born empathy to people. He could see what someone was telling. Great
other ‘image thinkers’ have that same thing to. The problem here Steven encountered himself was
his own personal character on moments that empathy was required. In his quest for his objective this
aspect could be completely non existent where people called him often cold or heartless.
Here it simply was universal law that his concentration and drive was blocking out all else that is
deemed social.
Independency
Personal born independency is what makes people independent at very young age. Steven was
moderate in this characteristic. It means that he was quite dependent in many ways of others, relying
on others and needing others to be part of that personal independence.
This may have posed often contradiction in him since the man Steven Jobs saw himself as a strong
‘alone’ almost not understood personality only few could even grasp what he was all about and the
fact he needed the world for audience.
And all these aspects makes Steven Jobs a greatest personality that deserves his place is in history,
though it must be said, not always the most loved and understand personality, not by others, not to
him self.
Never the less, a great interesting and inspiring personality.
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Now ask yourself, how can you get to your True Personal Potential ?!?

®

For that is where we come in… © NumoQuest ™

Good luck in your any (commercial) endeavours you are pursuing ……

RC 2016
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